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Kind of, sort of, an Agenda

๏ Do believe the hype! 

๏ Cloud / grids have been around for a long time but now 
CPU cycles and software along with virtualization we have 
a new game

๏ Grids are popping up all over the place. Changing the IT 
game and a number of things. Hint: Future / Present : 
Remember the green screen?

๏ Its centralized - distributed computing

๏ What are these grids? How do they work? What is the 
danger? How can I use them for good or....evil?
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Buzzzzzz......
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The Cloud is getting Crowded !

๏ Top players today are Amazon AWS and GoGRID

๏ Big players coming in: IBM, VMWARE, Xen, Redhat, 
Microsoft, Sun, etc...
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Lots of uses....

๏ Some popular applications are web services, check into 
EC2’s application they tout, and others.

๏ Also, centralized computing being used for applications

๏ Great for anything that needs a LOT of CPU cycles, 
memory, storage, etc..
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src: http://www.omnisio.com/startupschool08/jeff-bezos

http://www.omnisio.com/startupschool08/jeff-bezos
http://www.omnisio.com/startupschool08/jeff-bezos


Fundamentals: What is good for business can be 
bad for security. No change here!

๏ Frictionless business systems

๏ Anonymity

๏ Anywhere, all the time, endless supply (pay per drink)

๏ Large systems, inexpensive, easy to use, ‘virtually 
spotless’ 

๏ Free trials

๏ Little monitoring
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๏ Sound familiar ? AKIN to some name 
registrations, but we are talking horse power 
here!



Frictionless Business Systems = Friction
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Demo 1: Spinning up VM manually

๏ GoGrid login and spinning up...

๏ file:///Users/websense/Desktop/presentations/p0wn_cloud/
p0wn_gogrid_setup.mov
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Demo 1: Mmmmm. auto API’s

๏ Web Service API’s allow you to spin up VM’s in near real-
time!
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Shazam....zero to 16 in 15min!
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#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;

# number of instances wanted
my $instances = 1;

# Ubuntu 8.04 image ID
my $image = "XXXXXXX";

# local keypair file
my $auth_keys = "XXXXXXX";

# set environments for EC2
my $PATH = $ENV{PATH};
my $EC2_HOME = "/usr/local/websense/blueshift/ec2/ec2-api-tools-1.3-19403";

$ENV{EC2_PRIVATE_KEY} = "~/.ec2/XXXXXXX.pem";
$ENV{EC2_CERT} = "~/.ec2/cert-XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.pem";
$ENV{EC2_HOME} = $EC2_HOME;
$ENV{PATH} = "$PATH:$EC2_HOME/bin";
$ENV{JAVA_HOME} = "/usr";

# below is just for testing to make sure everything works
#my $out = `ec2-describe-images -o self -o amazon | grep machine`;
#print "$out\n";

open (FILE, ">/tmp/instances");

# build VMs
for (my $i = 0; $i < $instances; $i++)
{
    my $out = `ec2-run-instances $image -k $auth_keys`;
    $out =~ s/.*\nINSTANCE\t(i-\w+)\tami.*//;
    print "EC2 image $1 created\n";
    print FILE "$1\n"; 
}

Spinning up EC2
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๏ How many VM’s (20 per 
account unless U r special)

๏ What image and keys

๏ Report on success!



Spinning up...doing damage...tearing down
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๏ file:///Users/websense/Desktop/presentations/p0wn_cloud/
p0wn_ec2.mov



This is pretty cool! What is the problem?

๏ Pseudo code...

๏ /bin/pseudocode>
๏ blacklist = false  
๏ while blacklist = true; do
๏ spin up new virtual machine with new 
IP address
๏ change DNS resolver to match
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With power comes responsibility...or NOT

๏ Some Grids have default no Firewalls inbound!

๏ Incident response teams ???

๏ SSH simple pass / auth on all systems

๏ How about Grid Hijacking? Key Guessing? Social 
Engineering? Phishing for Grid credentials?

๏ How long can one go under the radar in this frictionless 
system?
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If I only had my own grid....
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๏ Password Cracking

๏ Key / Authentication Cracking

๏ Key / Crypto Creation, random file creation / 
modification

๏ Storing large amounts of other peoples information 
for small amounts of $$$ or nothing

๏ DDOS (less likely but could do some damage for 
small amount of time)

๏ Hosting Phishing, Malicious Code, binary files, 
etc...

๏ Web Service to register infections and update

๏ Captcha Farms



Danger Will Danger!

๏ Perhaps one could “in theory” perform MITMiddle attacks 
on the grid and 0wn machines / grids, etc...

๏ What is you could escape your VM !

๏ Eavesdropping could be possible

๏ Possible compromise could allow someone to silently 
watch traffic, redirect users, etc..

๏ How about data tainting if you compromise their cloud
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Best Defense is a GOOD OFFENSE!

๏ Cracking code, crypto, etc.

๏ Image analysis farm

๏ Large corpus abstraction / correlation / scoring

๏ Fuzzing / Vuln research

๏ Movie / Animation analysis

๏ Large data sets for link analysis, de-compilation, static analysis

๏ Large data set behavior analysis, code analysis, comparison across large sample 
sets

๏ Distributing HoneyClients 
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Honeyclient Distribution

๏ Continual cat and mouse game as attackers maintain blacklist of 
who we are and where we come from (note: not just for 
security...lots of content is changed based on who you are)

๏ Cloud distribution is economical way to distribute clients without 
the need for infrastructure

๏ Current IP space is known of common cloud providers but they are 
adding IP space and distributing also. This is a bigger problem for 
their customers. As people virtualize apps, etc, it will be harder to 
know if its a VM or a “real” machine

๏ Currently mine > 190M per day in distributed manner
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Honeyclient Distribution (how)
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Controller, Dispatchers, 
Reporting, Analysis

Data Miner
Clusters

Data Miner
Clusters

Data Miner
Clusters

Grid/Cloud Clusters



Honeyclient Distribution (how)
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test again at another time to see if its content is still there



HoneyClient Distribution: Uses
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๏Evasion: We are being blacklisted
๏ If access results = “suspicious” then ... spin up X,etc.. 

๏ Load / More results faster: Zero-day out,web worm, BIG phish outbreak
๏ If load = XX then spin up 50 additional clients

๏Geography specific content delivery: Geo-based attack
๏ If site location = Y , then spin up client y in geography Z

๏Fail-over and redundancy: Systems down or we are being DDOS’d
๏ If network A = down then spin up VM cluster B

๏Extra processing needed: We need more horsepower!
๏ Add to test corpus, run against large sample set for analysis, add to 

confirmed corpus, re-tune classifier, release

๏ If binary file, static analysis, test sigs, compare to LARGE FP corpus, test 
against heuristics, re-tune heuristic, test against product performance



Honeyclient Distribution / Stats
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Honeyclient Distribution / Stats
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Honeyclient Distribution / Stats
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I am out of time : Conclusion...

๏ Cloud / Grid computing is here to stay and is only going to 
get more popular

๏ We need to assess the risk of the shift in models

๏ Is your marketing department making VM’s?

๏ Attackers will look to the cloud just like researchers will

๏ Cloud / Grid can be very useful for security research

๏ Cloud / Grid can be very powerful for security products 
also

๏ Do some research. Try them out, its will cost VERY little 
and I guarantee you will find your own use

๏ Note: Watch EULA changes and AUP for Grid’s and dont 
run with scissors, you may DDOS the GRID yourself
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QUESTIONS ?


